
HA VE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL DEUTSCH 

Wo spricht man Deutsch? I Where is German spoken as main language? 

Deutschland / Osterreich / Schweiz / Liechtenstein 

Austrian German 

Grammar 

Verbs 

In Austria, as in the German-speaking parts of Switzerland and in southern Germany, verbs that express 

a state tend to use sein as the auxiliary verb in the perfect, as well as verbs of movement. Verbs which 

fall into this category include sitzen (to sit), liegen (to lie) and, in parts of Carinthia, schlafen (to sleep). 

Therefore the perfect of these verbs would be ich bin gesessen, ich bin gelegen and ich bin geschlafen 

respectively (note: ich bin geschlafen is a very rare form, usually you will hear ich habe geschlafen; but 

ich bin eingeschlafen [I fell asleep] is quite normal). In the variant of German that is spoken in 

Germany, the words sLehen (to stand) and gestehen (to confess) are identical in the present perfect: habe 

gestanden. The Austrian variant avoids this potential ambiguity (bin gestanden from stehen, habe 

gestanden from gestehen). 

Also, the preterite (simple past) is ve1y rarely used in Austria, especially in the spoken language, except 

for some modal verbs (ich sollte, ich wollte). 

Vocabulary 

There are many official terms that differ in Austrian German from their usage in most parts of Germany. 

These include Janner (January) rather than Januar, heuer (this year) rather than dieses Jahr, Kasten 

(wardrobe) instead of Schrank, Sessel (chair) instead of Stuhl, Stiege (stairs) instead of Treppe, 

Rauchfang (chimney) instead of Schornstein, Vorzimmer (hall[way]) instead of Diele, many 

administrative, legal and political terms - and a whole se1ies of foods and vegetables such as: Erdapfel 

(potatoes) German Kartoffeln (but Dutch Aardappel), Schlagobers (whipped cream) German 

Schlagsahne, Faschiertes (ground beef) German Haclifleisch, Fisolen (green beans) German 

Gartenbohne, Karfiol (cauliflower) German Blumenkohl, Koblsprossen (Brussels sprouts) German 

Rosenkohl, Marillen (apricots) Gem1anAprikosen, Paradeiser (tomatoes) German Tomaten, 

Palatschinken (pancakes) German Pfannkuchen, Topfen (a semi-sweet cottage cheese) German Quark 

and Kren (horseradish) German Meerrettich.[2] 

Austrians, in particular, will say "Griill Gott" (literally "greet God!", meaning ''May God bless you") 

when greeting someone, rather than the "Outen Tag" ("[Have a] good day!") used by many Germans 

(Bavarians excluded). Beside the official Austrian German, Austrian dialects from various regions are 

occasionally seen in written form, containing a large number of contractions and abbreviations 

compared to standard German, which can be hard to understand for non-native speakers (although the 

same applies to German dialects in Germany and Switzerland). 

One thing which also deserves attention is one of the ways Austrians say "goodbye": Baba (which is 

relatively informal); the Viennese use Servus which is also used as a greeting among friends. 


